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Nicole Suarez | ENGLISH

Nicole was born in San Francisco but grew up in Saudi Arabia and has a Colombian
background. She has a great passion for the arts, especially dance. Dancing has
always been a boundless passion and love in Nicole’s life. She works hard to achieve
what is perceived as impossible as well as having a friendly nature and the ability to
share her talents and skills with those whom she works with.

Melissa Boneta | ENGLISH WITH JOURNALISM

Melissa was born in California and moved to Fort Myers when she was six years old.
She loves the outdoors, animals, and her friends and family. She aspires to be an
editor or publisher at a book publishing company, magazine, or newspaper.

Desiree Casanova | SOCIOLOGY

Desiree is a hardworking and motivated student who always strives for success. She
loves attending NSU and being involved in clubs on campus, especially
Digressions.

Emely Ruiz | BIOLOGY

Emely loves working out, reading motivational books, and listening to people reflect
about daily things. Operas, musicals, and jazz nights are her favorite places to be, as
she believes they depict the human struggle in a beautiful way. Medicine and art are
her passions and she aspires to live out both once she becomes a dentist.

Derek Guy | BIOLOGY

Logan Stewart | ART

Logan has lived in Florida most of her life and has grown up visiting Universal and
Disney parks in Orlando. She has taken an interest in art for as long as she can
remember and wishes to one day be an art director for theme parks.

*Staff who contributed to the content of the magazine are featured in the
Contributor Biographies on page 39.

STAFF BIOGRAPHIES

Even though he is a science major, Derek has a strong appreciation for the arts.
He has been practicing hobby photography for a couple of years, particularly urban
photography, and he hopes to travel the world taking pictures someday. Derek plans
to study dentistry at NSU’s College of Dental Medicine.
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A space for the brilliant artists of NSU to showcase their art, Digressions
is a place for appreciation and support. Each page demonstrates a
symptom of the human condition that these students, be they graduate
or undergraduate, have had the courage to share. Art takes many forms;
it can be the poetic prose of love lost or the essence of a beautiful place
captured in photographic film. This year I have had the privilege to see
firsthand the creativity, vulnerability, and ingenuity of my peers. Hopefully
it will instill as much inspiration in you as it did in me.
As eager as I was to take part in the process of managing Digressions,
taking charge was a new and challenging adventure, to say the least.
One constant source of support, however, was our faculty adviser, the
Obiwan to my young padawan, the Dumbledore to my Harry, Dr. Molly
Scanlon. Striking the perfect balance between allowing this to remain a
student publication and offering her advice, support, and connections, Dr.
Scanlon was an endless well of humble wisdom throughout this process.
Thank you to Dr. Kevin Dvorak, our former faculty advisor, for always
making himself available to the staff, sharing his experience and
answering any and all questions we had.

EDITOR’S NOTE

I would like to thank the leader of the design team, who spearheaded the
design process and shared her years of experience with Digressions,
“Barefoot” Emily Harrington, for her endless patience and understanding.
Without her expertise throughout the review and design process, the
editorial team’s vision could not have been realized in the pages you see
before you.
To the rest of my editorial staff, Nikki and Michaela, I want to extend my
sincerest gratitude for their patience and understanding. Committing to
demanding leadership roles in their first year with the magazine was both
courageous on their part and greatly appreciated on mine.
I’d like to thank the staff for dedicating the time and energy to the review
process over winter break when it would have been much easier to relax
and recharge.
To the readers of this magazine, thank you for your support and
appreciation of its writers and artists.
Finally, to the contributors of the magazine, thank you for having
the heart to create the art displayed in Digressions. Without your
contributions, this magazine would cease to be.

Editor-In-Chief,
Nicole Chavannes
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ABOUT DIGRESSIONS | VOL. 14

It’s hard, being alive. We burn, burn, burn from the inside out as we face
our inner turmoils and delight in our secret passions. We must overcome
love as frequently as lust. We must embrace our vulnerabilities and
heartbreaks. And we must survive the battle between our animal instincts
and our morals. That is the human condition, enduring the complex pain
and joy associated with being truly awake, present, alive. And that is what
is showcased in this 14th volume of Digressions. Our contributors bear their
scorched souls so that the readers may find solace from their afflictions.
But while we all suffer from the human condition, experiencing the pain,
melancholy, and loss associated with life, we are intensley grateful for this
suffering. Without it, the meaning of the joys, lessons, and beauties of the
world would be lost to us.
And so, we revel in the burning.
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“The thing about chaos is that while it disturbs
us, it too forces our hearts to roar in a way we
secretly find magnificent.”
- Christopher Poindexter
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My hair is up
and tucked away
because yesterday
I was focused
on today.

Instead
I wrapped
our mom in a hug
and told her,
“See you later.”

I did not try
to style it
in the morning
because
I was actually
enjoying your snoring.

Then I got
in the car,
I thought
about everything
I would say
if you opened
your eyes
before I went away.

The Exception |

RE’NYQUA FARRINGTON

I quietly
brushed my teeth
and chuckled
when you rolled over
to kick
your baby feet.

If practice
makes perfection
then goodbye
is the exception.

I snuck down
to breakfast
and brought you
back food,
but watching
the clock tick
put me
in a bad mood.
Class at nine,
but at two,
a schedule
meant nothing
to you.
Waking you
too early
was a rule
left unbroken
so on that
Tuesday morning
a goodbye
was left unspoken.

1
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This blue skirt wasn’t my skirt first. It was my cousin’s. It twirled nice and I
liked the color blue, so I think that’s why it was my favorite skirt. I still like
the color blue and skirts that twirl nice.
The purple dress with strawberries all over it came from Target. I
remember that because one of the girls on the advertisements above
the aisles was wearing the purple dress with strawberries all over it. We
stopped shopping for clothes at Target after a while. I don’t know why.
Target’s great.
My mom bought these felt shoes for my costume. I was Martha May
Whovier in “The Grinch.” I didn’t end up wearing the felt shoes because
my dress was too long and I had to wear heels. The stage was really
slippery and even though I had to practice walking in the heels I almost fell
a few times. The boy who was playing the Grinch forgot to kiss my hand
and that made me happy because I was twelve and didn’t want my hand
kissed even in a play.
The zebra-print skirt and blouse set came from Liz Claiborne. Mom took
me shopping there and that’s where I got my first grown-up clothes. I knew
they were grown-up clothes because mom shopped at Liz Claiborne. I
also got my first pair of jeans at the same time. For years before that I
refused to wear jeans. I don’t know why. But the jeans are irrelevant. I
keep jeans in the dresser, not in the closet.

GRACE DUCANIS

I told everyone I threw away the black peasant dress from Old Navy, but
it’s still here. It wasn’t a lie. I thought I had thrown it away. I don’t think
it’s a lie if you think what you’re saying is true. I was wearing the black
peasant dress and black flats when I found my dad’s body in his closet on
a Thursday afternoon. I didn’t go into any closets after that for a while. The
colors were appropriate, I realized that same day. I wore the flats again,
many times. I never wore the dress again. I don’t know why it’s still in my
closet.

Closet |

I wore the tight flowered maxi-dress on my first date because a few
different guys had told me I looked good in it and I knew I looked good in
it too. It was Valentine’s Day and we were boyfriend and girlfriend for the
first time. Talk about pressure. He showed up an hour late because his
flight was late, I think. He didn’t dress as nice as I had. He asked to hold
my hand. I held his hand but I also broke up with him two months later.

2
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ͦFaculty Pick
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Lake of Dreams |

EMILY HARRINGTON
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Asmodeus |

She is the fulfillment of carnal desire.
With each thought of her, her roots grow deeper.
To dwell on her in thought, is to be consumed by her entirely.
Just past her lips lies a bottomless pit, a lying tongue.
Deep insider her lies a void of hollow souls.
Damaged hearts and shipwrecked lives to those who never overcame her.
She clothes her darkness of addiction and
Loss of sovereignty in beautiful robes of passion.
Charm is her perfume.
She justifies herself as natural desire,
To expect her presence and accept her as normal
Is to grant her all power.
She is possessive in personality,
For she divides us from true love and keeps us for herself.
She is like fire, burning intensely and consuming all.
At the right distance the warmth feels pleasant, but
With a soul made of tinder, proximity is risky.
Her touch is bliss and her flesh is soft.
Her smile welcomes and her embrace is desired
By all on this earth.
She is no harlot, for a harlot is merely human as I.
She is like wine in the belly of an alcoholic.
It is Lust, who resides in the hearts of all men.

KYLE BOLSTON
4
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Once upon a time, there was a girl caught up in rhyme
caught up in the moment,
caught up with the obvious,
caught up in the severely unimportant.
And then one day there came a boy –
and he was something, he was no toy.
He was cute, he was divine; he was unmercifully sublime.
He was not hers, but all was fine.
No boy, that’s okay.
No divinity, but hey –
she had her mind, she had herself.
And she was fine.

The Beginning |

NICOLE CHAVANNES

In the beginning, things were simpler.
She would stop, she would stare –
maybe twirl a frizzy strand of hair –
then walk away and be content;
no complications, no laments.
But then he had to muddle it all, telling her his secrets,
making her fall.
Suddenly she wasn’t alone, she was tethered.
They were connected, but what could she do?
Sever the cord? Remove the stitches?
Her hip would bear the scars for eternity.
So with this tether came the fear –
constant and crippling –
of loss,
in one cruel way or another.
In the beginning, things were simpler;
there was no attachment,
no string that if snipped would end not one life, but two.
There was no fear, no trepidation,
no crippling hesitation.
And yet, simpler was not better.
Because now, with the tether came a closeness she had never known,
a person to share everything she was with.
Her person.
She still had her mind, she still had herself,
and now so did he.
And there was connection and closeness
and fear and heartbreak
and hesitation and light and happiness
all combined in this tether that kept them close
even when they were far apart.
It was simultaneously beautiful,
difficult,
terrifying,
complicated,
and right.

5
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I never saw your imperfections.
I never understood your constant questions,
about my love or attraction.
There was never a portion or part or fraction
of me that didn’t see
what you meant to me.
I became secure,
Trusting in you unlike anyone else.
And in that you became insecure,
because things weren’t as they were.
I never saw it.
I never saw your imperfections.
Because to me you were never under inspection.
I just saw you and I and our direction.
but maybe that was my misconception
That things would be how they were supposed to be
because of our connection.
I never saw it.
I never saw your imperfections.
Because to me you were perfection.
I was in love with everything
and I still am if you are wondering.
With everything that is happening,
I see that I was squandering
I should have given more
I should have kept advancing
But I never saw my imperfections
Because with you, I never questioned.
I never saw it.

JONATHAN D. BACK

I never saw it but now I do.
I see that I can grow for you.
Continue to love and follow through
with the things that I always promised you
Its not enough to sit and wait
because every day is an evolving day
And through grace and faith
Ill keep my place
where I belong
Next to you
I never saw it but now I do

Imperfections |

I never saw my imperfections.
Because with you I was never in question,
of who I was or what I wanted
my fears were all confronted
I never saw that I was weak
because you made me strong
I never saw that I was angry
because you eased my tone.
I never saw that I was lost
because with you I found
everything I needed
To mask all of my problems.
I never saw it.

6
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Why is God’s beauty only visible
When the sky is painted with strips of magenta
Streaked with a hint of cerulean
Splattered with gold, amber, and crimson
Why is God’s beauty only valued
While standing atop a mountain
Or peering about the meadows
Or gazing upon the waters
Why is God’s beauty only treasured
Because she has striking emerald eyes
And fiery red hair
And pearly white teeth
But wise is one who grasps His beauty
Amidst the darkest of hours
Captivated by the luminescence of the moon
Astonished by the glimmer of the atmosphere

Unseen |

KIRSTEN RUSSEL

Wise is one who sees beyond His creation
And dives deep into His Word
For sometimes the best things in life
Are the ones unseen
Like her contagious laugh
Her compassion, her selflessness
Her ability to see the decent
Among a world of evil
Her silent power of lighting up a room
With her generosity, her gratitude
And her radiating warmth
Among a world of coldness
Blessed is one who thanks God
For the things unseen
One who sees beauty blindly
Among a world in need

7
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May your feet take you places you will
always remember | LAURA D. VERGARA
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YARA KHALIFA

My America |
9
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“Keep your head up, love,” my mother says.
Sent off with a kiss and a brown lunch bag.
Contorted faces and visible scowls,
No one tries to hide their distaste,
I nervously look for a seat.
“Can I sit he—” “No”
But why? I think to myself.
I look down and realize, Oh right.
I finally found a seat, right in the middle of the bus.
The piercing stares of adolescent boys,
The relentless whispers behind PINK backpacks,
Ten minutes was a lifetime.
The day goes on.
I keep my head to the ground and my comments to myself.
Then to my horrid surprise, I hear,
“Hey raghead!”
I know they’re talking to me.
I ignore and hurry to the bus.
But that’s a mistake.
With one swift motion,
I am violated,
I am confused,
I am disrespected,
And most importantly,
I am scared.
My symbol of faith—my Hijab
Ripped off and thrown to the ground.
As if it meant nothing,
As if I meant nothing.
They don’t realize, I’m not a bad person.
I’m not going to hurt them.
It’s just me,
The same awkward, quiet girl they’re known for years.
Unaware that there could be so much hate,
Unaware that there could be so much ignorance.
It has been six years, And not much has changed.
Always reminded that I’m not “from here.”
But my passport says American,
My address says American,
My childhood says American,
But if I’m not American,
Then what am I?
How can I appease you?
By losing the best part of me?
Excuse me if I don’t agree.
Excuse me if I won’t apologize for my faith.
Excuse me for daring to be different,
For giving YOU the opportunity to learn.
Being American isn’t just having white skin and speaking English.
My America loves all.
My America accepts all.
My America is all of us.
Brown, White, Black, Yellow, Orange, Purple.
That’s my America.
And that’s the best America.

ͦFaculty Pick
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͛Staff Pick

Brotherhood |
2017 Digressions.indd 19

MAREENA KASHIF
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We are all addicted to something that takes away the pain.
Eat the chemicals, go insane.
Hands and knees, take the train.

Tainted and aged by bad decisions, the light in her eyes will never glow the same. The genuine love he
once gave away, faded into cold-hearted game.
Always searching, but never will find, jaded and we’re all to blame.
Peace of mind in modern times, we buried that with our morality.
Society is fucked in its totality.

3/27/17 10:23 AM
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KYLE BOLSTON

Totality |

11

Oh, how I hateth thee
I see the feeling is mutual, as you too hateth me.
Sleepless nights and endless days
As you induce an insanity driven, comatose daze
You rob me of money through Red Bull and coffee
You leave me in a dichotomous state of screaming inside yet crying softly
How can you alone induce stress to this degree?
Who gave you this authority to make this decree?
Hopes and dreams rest in the palm of your hands
How is it that you have such control over my future plans?
Please, I beg, restore just an ounce of my peace
For the force of your weight is too much for me.
I miss my blissful slumber, filled with hopeful ambitions
Yet you serve as a roadblock, with no way of avoiding collision
Butterflies in my stomach should represent a joyous anxiety
Instead you find a way to evoke in me a mental fatality
Jokes of quitting become semi-serious contemplations
Where anatomical sales and street side pharmaceuticals become potential occupations

An ode to finals week |

Oh, finals week
How I hateth thee!
Please leave and return to me my sanity!

EZANA ASSEFA
12
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Stronghold |

MICHAELA GREER
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I can tell the story, as I have a hundred times, of the first time I stared into
his eyes. It was magical, it was impressive, and it’s a lie, because I was
really staring at his neck. His eyes – they were something incredible. But
his neck, with its girth and its muscle and its tree-trunk-like qualities, was
safe and secure and utterly important. Because it’s one thing to look into
the ocean and watch the waves, watch their stillness and their crash all
at once. That was what it was to look into his eyes; it was simultaneously
rousing and calming, stirring and soothing. Looking into his eyes often left
me awe-struck and speechless.
But it was another thing entirely to look at his neck and involuntarily
picture the lifetime of stability and security awaiting me. To see that while
on that still and rocky ocean I could somehow, potentially, have a life-raft,
or a canoe, or a ship to get me through the turmoil.

Safety |

It was the safety for which I fell, not the ocean I needed saving from. I
could lose myself in the vastness of his eyes day after day, knowing that
he would always find me.

NICOLE CHAVANNES

͛Staff Pick
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Siren |

CHRIS GACINSKI

I live and love in God’s peculiar light
Artist statim locutus est
You guide me with your voice
A barrage of beautiful babel
Fill my eardrums with more of your blissful song
I crave more
Ravenous to hear more
I jump off my ship
Your voice is my compass
After days and days
I still hear your voice
I dive down
Deeper
Deeper
Your sweet voice cradles me as I sink into the deep
I no longer live
Yet I still love
And forever will love
You

15
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A Love that is Autumn Itself | DANIELLE PIERCE

We exist only in autumn.
Every year, when the leaves begin to change color,
We become just as vibrant.
We are fiery reds, brilliant oranges, bright yellows.
Together we are strikingly beautiful.
We dance like leaves in the wind,
Circling,
Spinning,
Kissing,
Through the crisp fall air.
And every year,
When the leaves begin to dry,
And the air grows colder,
We begin to lose our color.
We are as dry as the debris on the ground.
We exist only in autumn,
Because we never last
Through winter.

16
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The architecture of my bones was built by kings,
So cast forth your arrows, knives, and poisonous things.
You were the spark and I was the flame,
Yet my dying embers were not yours to reclaim.
How easy it was, to set me ablaze and watch as I burned through the night,
The crackling of my soul and smoke from my heart was a gift in which you would delight.
I would defy the universe just to pluck the stars from their place to create a bouquet for you as a memento to take,
But my defiance reflected vanity when you did not bow to pick up a grain of sand for my sake.

You became the Sun, the Moon, the Earth and every other beautiful, beloved thing in between,
So much that the wax of my wings dripped without ceasing and I failed to wail as I plummeted into the impatient, cerulean ravine.
Your soul became my mirror, and I admired your persona, for ecstasy kept me alive to love something divine,
And when I saw a fracture or a crack, I would tear up my fingers to pretend you were whole, ignoring the truth that your reflection was never supposed to be mine.

My soul bled a myriad of shades for you whilst my heart conjured words to weave a tapestry as a token of my trust,
But as I stand before it now, I cannot help but wonder how what once was a masterpiece is now merely a collector of dust.
I erected cathedrals and palaces and gardens for a withering crimson rose filled with thorns,
But forgot to light my candle, as I treaded, at the darkest hour and became a victim of the saints gone forlorn.
The architecture of my bones was shaped by emperors and kings,
So step forward, be responsible, and wait to see what your betrayal brings.
You are the pyre and henceforth it is your turn,
To rest easy with the spark of your creation, it is not fun to burn.

3/27/17 10:23 AM
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MARIA VALLADARES

Nevertheless |

17

Here Be Dragons |
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I’ve never inhaled soil before, but I imagine that this is what it’s like.
My lungs feel heavy and clogged and every time I breathe in it feels like
something is being syphoned into them. It reminds me of a project I did
in sixth grade. I took a bunch of wet sand and put it inside an orange
balloon—not a normal orange but a burnt orange that was almost red.
Then I put a straw on the top of the balloon and filled them both with water.
I squeezed the balloon and measured the difference in water heights. I
was supposed to have learned something about beaches but all I really
learned was that sand is a good way to clog a straw. My lungs feel like
straws filled with sand.
I know that my bed is soft because I bought memory foam but I don’t feel
it. I like firm things. I used to lay on the floor more but now it seems like too
much work. I’m staring at the ridges of the ceiling. I wonder why they’re
there. What could have possibly stopped whoever built this house in the
seventies from making a smooth ceiling. The ridges make the ceiling look
yellow even though it’s white. At least I think they do.
My phone vibrates. It’s my mother. She asks if I’m still going out for coffee
with Vanessa. I don’t want to. I don’t want to stare at the yellow-ridged
ceiling anymore, either. I know I have to pick one. I know that my mother
would prefer the coffee, so I tell her that I’m going. She says that I stare at
the ceiling too much and that’s why I can’t feel the memory foam.

A straw |

JENNA KOPEC

I breathe in a lot of wet sand. I try to prepare myself for my conversations
with Vanessa this afternoon. I’ll have to put on my game face. Talk about
things like what I’ve been doing in college, relationships, friends, jobs,
things like that. I can’t ask her if my ceiling is really yellow or if her ceiling
has ridges too. I’ll have to put on my game face.
I wonder if I ask for a double shot of espresso if the coffee will have a
taste. It hasn’t for a while. It reminds me of oily water. I remember that I
started drinking it because I liked the taste. I just can’t remember what it’s
like. I wonder if that’s like the memory foam thing but I’m afraid to ask my
mother.
I’ll have to put makeup on. For the game face. I’m trying to mentally psych
myself for that. I don’t go out without makeup because I don’t look the way
I’m supposed to. Yet, I haven’t wanted to do the work makeup takes for
months. Putting on my game face is the most exhausting part of my day. I
haven’t wanted to do it. I haven’t wanted to do anything.
I wonder if that’s the way whoever built this house felt. They didn’t smooth
out the ceiling because they didn’t want to do the work any more. Now, it
doesn’t look the way it’s supposed to either. The ridges make it look yellow.

19
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I don’t talk to my mother about how the ceiling is yellow and ridged when
it isn’t supposed to be, but she says the phase will end soon. She said
that I’ll like to drink coffee with Vanessa and do makeup again eventually.
My phone vibrates. She asks me to pick up some milk on my way home.
I promise I’ll try to remember. I don’t remember much these days. I can’t
operate my memory. I can’t feel the memory foam.
I wonder if it’s because of the wet sand. Originally I thought I was
breathing in soil, but things grow from that. What’s in the air that makes it
so hard to breathe? I try to remember when the air got thick so that I can
go back to the place I was when my breath was swift and sweetening. But
I can’t operate my memory, which makes me think the problem is in my
mind. Perhaps it’s eroded like the beaches and the loosened sand just
needs a place to go. I think that’s what I was supposed to have learned in
sixth grade.
I don’t have time to think about that anymore. I have to psych myself up
before I go to drink oil and forget my mother’s milk. I stare at the ceiling
one last time. I wonder what it would take to smooth out the ridges and
paint it white. I inhale a lot of sand and get up to put my game face on.

A straw |
JENNA KOPEC
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Plein Air |

EMILY HARRINGTON

3/27/17 10:23 AM

To uncolor the petals of a vibrant rose
Erasing its hues with a pen’s stroke
Capturing the memories of its beauty in every line
As its fading elegance becomes trapped in time
Reminiscing on what was while fantasizing on what could potentially
Have been; the paradox of the present, an amalgamation of imagination and reality
Adding the colors to life according to the views desired
Leaving one to aspire to lay hold of that which inspired
In dire need to relieve effervescing emotions
Coloring the blossom with diligence and devotion
With passionate motions, this rose was given life
Vividly alluring, disgracing all others in sight

For coloring alone leaves a heart to grow cold
As the desire to love but with no one to behold
Now, the illustrious flower has become a dreadful wilt
A demolished dream too shattered to be rebuilt
Left in solitude, uncolored, the most vibrant rose
Wishing, deep down, this sensation never arose.
In the midst of the process persists the repeating thought,
“She loves me not, she loves me not… might she? She loves me not…”

To Uncolor A Rose |

Yet it wasn’t alive; though living, it died
As a widow that has lost their will to survive

EZANA ASSEFA
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DANIELLE PIERCE

Lock and Key |

What would I give for this to be like it used to?
When our nights were spent running, chasing, dreaming.
Talks of tempests and timeless memories,
Shards of secrets whispered into the wind.
We would sit on a rickety old porch swing until our
Fingertips turned blue and the wood turned brittle.
We were kept up well into the night by questions
And curiosity that we thought would cure us.
These were the days when we fit like lock and key.
We would never split up, they said,
Until those days, weeks, months go by
Where I found myself facing the night alone,
Wishing someone was there with me
On that rickety old porch swing
Exchanging stories for secrets.
My fingertips have not turned blue since.
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What am I supposed to do
When I am trying to fill my ears
With the sound of my own voice
To replace the melody in yours
But your cadences and idiosyncrasies permeate
Every syllable.
I can’t even write a haiku without it sounding like
You you you you you,
You you you you you you you,
You you you you you.

Solo |
KAYLEE MEI-TZAI SHEN
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Brighter Day |

MICHAELA GREER
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Declaration |
CHRISTINA MANUS

I need.
Need.
I need someone to love me
When the grass around
My home has grown wild
In the sun with the same
Vivacity
As when the owner comes home
And tidies the Edges and pulls the
Weeds.
I need.
Need.
Someone willing to care for me
And see what is budding
In my garden, cultivating
Love while destroying Hate.
I want.
Want.
Want You to know Me explicitly
Without explanation. You can
Look at me and sense our vibration
And know.
Know. (A funny thing to know.)
Know that you can give me security
And peace.
Peace. Or piece? Parts of a whole.
You know what you stole and
I’m not sure how you got it.
You’re something. I just hope
I’m Enough.
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Red, white,
and
boo-hoo-hoo.
Why
does society
judge me
for everything
I do?

God Bless America |

RE’NYQUA FARRINGTON

My hair:
not long,
not flowy
but somehow
its thickness,
its curl pattern
is too …
showy.
My face:
no eyeliner,
no blush
and no,
actually,
I was not
in a rush.
My head:
not my brain
because
everything
I say,
I must explain.
My voice:
too loud.
My tone:
too proud.
My shirt:
too tight.
My attitude:
uptight,
and I am downright…
tired.
I am tired
of being
a political statement.
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NYC(haos) |
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NICOLE CHAVANNES
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The response of a coworker after I tell him the news
Almost a non-chalant answer as if I told him nothing new
Views all too familiar in our ironic society
Made up of people from different colors, in all variety
As a foreigner himself, he tells me he doesn’t understand
How color alone could deem someone less than a man?
From Rice to Bland, from Gray to Garner
How many more of these tragedies must occur in order to garner
A pragmatic response instead of a systematic answer
That used to appease the ears yet never curing the cancer
Metastasizing anger; symptoms include riots,
Hostility, vengeance and opportunistic violence
How many more pleas and decrees of “Don’t shoot” and “I can’t breathe”
Will it take for our country to recognize what we’re too willfully blind to see?
As though we cover our eyes and refuse to believe
A problem the entire world is capable to perceive

Another one ... |

EZANA ASSEFA

Our conversation continues but there’s no way I can explain
Hundreds of years that have led us to this day
From slavery to Jim Crow-inspired discrimination
From institutional racism to mass incarceration
Is color truly a demarcation for a subhuman classification?
Is our culture grounds enough to target us for elimination?
Though he’ll never understand, his sympathy is somewhat relieving
To know there are some people with the same future to which we’re dreaming
He said he hopes there’s a day when all of this will finally be done
I replied, “Hopefully it’s before there’s a day with another one…”
Wait, I have a single question, something many fail to mention
How do you solve a “problem” that is your very invention?
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One by one, day by day
They all come to watch us pray.
To speak to gods
To steal our ways.
Day by day, they watch us pray
One by one, night by night
They all come to watch us fight.
To scream and shout
To kick and bite
They all come to watch us fight

Resist |

One by one, town by town
They all come to watch us drown.
To watch us sink
To push us down
Town by town, they help us drown

JOHN LUDWIG JAEGER
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He thought that my body was his property
That I belonged to him, that I owed myself to him
He told me I was beautiful, but never once looked in my eyes
Never once looked at my face
Never once listened to my dreams and aspirations
He couldn’t even tell you what my favorite color was
Because he didn’t want to know me, he wanted to know my body
He wanted to trace my form with his fingers
He wanted to leave a lasting impression on my figure
So that even when I rot in the ground and become a skeleton,
He will be a part of me
He wanted to be a daily reminder that I am no longer the same person that I was before him.
He wanted to know that I will remain tainted because of him
His handprint will always stain my thighs,
The look in his eyes will always burn down to my core
He couldn’t handle being forgotten, so he did what he knew would always make me remember him
He took what wasn’t his to take
He didn’t ask for permission
And a story I once knew to be fiction became my reality
He wanted to break me down, he wanted to make me weak
He couldn’t stand a woman being stronger than him, resilient
I am resilient to the scars he left behind on his road to destruction
I will never be susceptible to his maltreatment
I do not need anyone to come save me like in Cinderella
I don’t need someone to be my prince
Because a princess is entirely capable of saving herself
I am the hero of this story which I call my own
And contrary to popular belief, I will forever remain unbroken, and undamaged by him.
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SHELBY N. EVERETT

Tainted |
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KYLE BOLSTON
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SHENNEL WARNER

Prologue |

		Remember.
The words were on her tongue as her eyes sprang open.
Automatically, she jolted herself upwards. The room was white, bleached
white. There were no windows, or open cracks that suggested that there
was a door. The smell that accompanied it was nauseating. It smelled as
if the room was scrubbed clean with disinfectant, as if to erase any sign of
human life. Turning her head to the left, a sharp pain hiked up her jaw. Her
eyes watered at the sudden pain. It felt as if she had become someone’s
personal punching bag. She didn’t know why.
Remember. There was that word again. She moved her hand to
the sweat that moistened her forehead. “Remember what?” she thought to
herself. She searched her memory to figure out what that could possibly
mean, but it felt as if she had been emptied out. She had no recollection of
the past twenty-four hours, or even her first and last name.
As panic rose to her throat, so did an unsettling wave of fear.
Something wasn’t right. Just then, the doors open. A blast of cool air
followed a woman as she walked in. She was dressed in a black suit. Her
dark hair was drawn back in a tight bun that looked so painful that it was
ready to cave in on itself. She walked with confidence.
“Hello,” The woman said with a tight smile that resembled her
bun. “I’m Dr. Willows.”
At the mention of a doctor, she calmed down a little, but that still
didn’t shake the impending fear that sat in the pit of her stomach. She
didn’t know why she was here, or where she was. And why it required a
doctor.
Something that sounded like her voice spoke, “Where am I?”
“Somewhere safe,” Dr. Willows answered, before sitting beside
her. “Don’t worry, you’re safe here,” she went on to say.
Her first instinct was to put some distance between herself and
Dr. Willows. But for some reason she didn’t move. Now looking into the
woman’s eyes, she saw everything but confidence. The doctor’s eyes were
wide, inhumanly wide. Like she had to fight with herself to keep them open.
One side of her face was caked with too much makeup.
“Do you know who I am?” she found herself asking.
“You don’t know who you are,” Dr. Willows said, sounding
surprised. “Is there anything else you don’t remember?”
“I don’t know,” she answered, trying to search for something,
anything. “I don’t know why I’m here.”
“Well let’s try to figure that out,” Dr. Willows said with a smile.
Something about this woman felt off. She watched as Dr. Willows
rested a notepad along with a pen on her lap.
“Do you remember anything from yesterday?” Dr. Willows asked.
“No.”
“Do you have parents?”
“Yes,” She answered automatically, then said, “No.” Then finally, “I
don’t know.”
“Everyone has parents.”
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Prologue |
SHENNEL WARNER

“I’m sure I do,” she concluded. “I just don’t know who they are.”
“How old are you?”
For some reason she knew the answer to that. “Sixteen.”
Dr. Willows nodded before writing something down in her
notepad. “See progress,” the woman said with a smile.
Remember. That word again. She swallowed back a lump.
“Are you okay?” Dr. Willows asked.
She nodded.
“Did you remember something?”
“No,” she lied, even though she had no reason to. Or maybe
she did. So far she had woken up in a room with no recollection of who
she was besides her age. And this woman wasn’t exactly offering an
explanation for why she was here.
“Okay,” Dr. Willows said. “Do you have any siblings?”
At the question, her heart suddenly clenched. Remember. For
the first time, she realized she was trying to tell herself something, but
she didn’t know what. She knew for certain that she had a sibling, but the
identity of her sibling was a mystery. All she knew was that she wanted to
protect him or her.
“Well?” Dr. Willows pressed.
“Why are you asking me all these questions?” The words were
out of her mouth before she could stop them. “I have been answering all
these questions, but not once since you came in here did you offer me an
explanation of what is going on.” She watched as the older woman’s eye
twitched. “Are you even a doctor?”
“Of course I am!” Dr. Willows retorted. “How dare you suggest that
I am not who I say I am.”
“Then tell me why I’m in here,” she said, on the edge of losing
patience. “I answered your questions.”
“You will get your answers in time,” was all Dr. Willows could say.
“Tell me now!” Her anger flared.
Remember. Remember. Remember. The words were chants now.
She fought to remember. Instead, she got vague memories of people she
didn’t recognize. She saw a lady in the kitchen baking cookies, then a guy
tucking a little girl in bed. That little girl was her.
She felt as if she had just swallowed stone.
Those were her parents. Just then, a little boy came to her mind.
He ran happily towards her, his arms stretched open. She could feel him as
he ran into her arms. Her brother.
A tear rolled down her cheek as a breath paused in her throat.
She looked at the woman across from her.
“She remembers!” Dr. Willows yelled.
Anger surged through her.
“What did you do to them?” she screamed. Dr. Willows was ready
to jump to her feet when she reached for her arm and pulled her back
down. “Tell me!” Her throat began to burn as she dug her nails deeper into
Dr. Willows’ arm.
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Prologue |

SHENNEL WARNER

“They are no longer your problem,” Dr. Willows sneered, trying to
shake her off.
The next, she drew her arm back and aimed for Dr. Willows jaw.
The doctor’s face snapped to the side. The action quickly resulted in a
backhand to her already flaming jaw.
“We will keep doing this until you don’t remember!” Dr. Willows
spat. The doors opened and a group of people dressed in white suits
charged towards her, as more memories came rushing back
“You won’t get away with this!” she cried out, as a lady took a
hold of her arm.
“Someone shut her up,” Dr. Willows now walked out. She
thrashed, as another person took her other arm. Soon, pain spread
throughout her arm, as the lady on her right injected her with a needle.
Instantly, the room started to spin. She felt herself losing
conscious. Remember, remember, remember, she repeated over and over
again, before everything went black.
-Remember.
The words were on her tongue as her eyes sprang open.
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Have you ever asked god to strike you down where you stand
(I believe in a god who can) And been
left standing, waiting, thinking
Is god really god?
Or just the figments of man?

JOHN LUDWIG JAEGER

Have you ever asked god to stop Evil’s plans
(I believe in a god who can) And been
left broken, battered, confused
After god didn’t stop?
Or would you walk around with a gun in your hand?

Faith |

Have you ever asked god to put food in your hand
(I believe in a god who can)
And been left perishing, weakening, starving
On your fill of god?
Or would you start worshipping full aluminum cans?
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RE’NYQUA FARRINGTON

That Damn Blue House|

I danced
inside prison walls.
Even broke
in the
front window
when we
forgot the key.
I watched
my mother
start a fire
during a week
without electricity.
My childhood stupor
would not
let me see
the haunting reality
that surrounded me.
I saw
a twinkling
blue house
like the ones
I read in books,
and mistook
the constant sirens
as the police
giving the neighborhood
a caring look.
The bus stop
across the street
marked the location
where the grand chariot
would sweep
me off my feet.
An adventure to me,
a relief to my mother;
that coin-guzzling
machine was
an escape
like no other.
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Re’Nyqua Farrington | ENGLISH EDUCATION

Re’Nyqua started out as a reader, stuffing her nose in every book possible and falling
in love with stories, until one day she decided to write her own story. The story still
has not ended and she plans on writing until she has nothing left to say.

John Ludwig Jaeger | COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS

John has seventeen tattoos, doesn’t have a uvula, and spent this summer
backpacking across Virginia. When he was four, his sister Katie fell from their third
story apartment window. She had minimal exterior injuries but had major cerebral
edema that eventually led to her brain stem breaking. Because of this and other
events, he has long struggled with the concept of God.

Emily Harrington | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

“The thing about growing up with Fred and George, is you sort of start thinking
anything’s possible if you’ve got enough nerve.” – Ginny Weasley

Kyle Bolston | BIOLOGY

“I strive to be a great leader and every day is truly a battle. It is my hope and prayer
that each day I would lead others into comprehension of the wrath and love of God
by being His servant. I am an iniquitous man, don’t follow me. Only Jesus is good.
This is my paradigm.”

CONTRIBUTOR BIOGRAPHIES

Nicole Chavannes | ENGLISH

Nicole is a collector of books and an aspiring writer. She likes long walks on the
beach, bubble baths, and her favorite date is November 17th because it’s not too hot
or too cold, all you need is a light jacket. When she’s not making Miss Congeniality
jokes or editing Digressions, Nicole works as a Fellow in the Writing Studio, and is
the copy-editor for The Current.

Jonathan Back (Dymun Fengshui) | SPEECH PATHOLOGY

Imperfections Part II: “We find peace in the imperfections of our past. / Seeking
validation for why things pass. / Not realizing the simple truth / that not all things are
meant to last.” – Dymun Fengshui

Kirsten Russel | HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES

After her college years, Kirsten Russel looks forward to pursuing a career involving
underprivileged kids, while implementing her journalism minor through her personal
blog. She lives by a famous quote from Jamaican athlete Donovan Bailey: “Follow
your passion, be prepared to work hard and sacrifice, and above all, don’t let anyone
limit your dreams.”

Laura Vergara | FINANCE AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Colombia-native with a passion for traveling, food, wine and photography.

Mareena Kashif | BIOLOGY WITH PUBLIC HEALTH

Mareena is 19 years old and is in the D.O. program. She plans to go to medical
school. She’s been drawing since she was 3 years old. She tries to incorporate it into
her everyday life and believes that if art is meaningful and powerful, it can leave a
lasting impact on our world.
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Ezana Assefa | BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE AND BIOLOGY

“Have you ever shaken a soda to the point where the pressure builds up beyond the
limits of the bottle? This is why I write...”

Michaela Greer | COMMUNICATIONS AND VISUAL ART

Joining the Digressions staff has been a long time coming for Michaela - I mean,
do you see her majors? She’s a member of the Lambda Pi Eta Honor Society, and
interns at Venice Magazine, PetMio, and the NSU Art Museum. If she’s on campus,
odds are, she’s in Parker where she’s a Writing Fellow and Student Coordinator in
the CAHSS Writing Studio.

Chris Gacinski | ENGLISH AND THEATER

“Musician, actor and writer. I love to write poetry. I keep a notebook near my bed to
write if I can’t sleep, and that’s how I wrote ‘Siren.’ I hope to submit more of my work
to Digressions and to continue producing art.”

Danielle Pierce | PRE-K AND PRIMARY EDUCATION

“I asked her if she believed in love, and she smiled and said it was her most
elaborate method of self-harm.” – Benedict Smith

Maria Valladares | LEGAL STUDIES

“Trying to see the world from every possible angle in order to be able to appreciate it.
Also, buy Hamilton on iTunes for $19.99.”

Jenna Kopec | COMMUNICATION

Kaylee Mei-Tzai Shen | BIOLOGY

“I like avocados and table tennis and love. Thank you for reading.”

Christina Manus | ENGLISH WITH FOLKLORE AND MYTHOLOGY

Christina is a senior, born and raised in South Florida. She has a deep love and
appreciation for nature and draws inspiration from the natural world for her writing.
She’s been dubbed “Mother Nature” by friends and family. When her nose isn’t buried
in books, she enjoys meditation and watching the sun rise (preferably at the beach).

Shelby Nicole Everett | PSYCHOLOGY

She is a passionate intersectional feminist who enjoys writing, reading, activism,
politics, and the body positivity movement. In the future, she hopes to work in the
foster care system or with children who have mental illnesses.

Shennel Warner | COMMUNICATION

“Whenever I sit back and read my writing, I ask myself, did I write this?”

Grace Ducanis | COMMUNICATION AND ENGLISH

“We can forgive a man for making a useful thing as long as he does not admire it.
The only excuse for making a useless thing is that one admires it intensely. All art is
quite useless.” – Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray

CONTRIBUTOR BIOGRAPHIES

“You begin saving the world by saving one man at a time; all else is grandiose
romanticism or politics” – Charles Bukowski
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Imagine. Create. Inspire.
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